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PLANNED MAINTENANCE APP

Digitize & automate your 
planned maintenance processes
Many broadband, media and ICT companies accelerate their transformation into  
the digital era. Planned maintenance processes have long been managed  
manually and inefficiently, and were error prone and vulnerable to security.  
Process automation is a fundamental capability of any organization to  
increase uptime, network security and customer satisfaction, while lowering  
operational costs. The DataMiner Planned Maintenance app (PLM) automates  
and takes care of planned maintenance processes on all aspects.

DATAMINER PRODUCT SHEET

SERVICE CONTINUITY 

Guarantee performance 
during maintenance

MINIMIZE OPERATIONAL IMPACT 

Automate masking of alarms,  
management of KPIs and SLA calculations  

during maintenance

AVOID RESOURCE CONFLICTS

Takes resource scheduling into  
account for permanent and  

occasional use services

SECURITY

Controlled ingest of requests 
following a customizable 

approval process

https://www.skyline.be/srm
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Call for automation!

Today, guaranteeing service continuity and performance during maintenance slots are 
considered as fundamental capabilities for all ICT media and broadband teams. And, as 
business and operational workflows are being transformed to all-digital, so are planned 
maintenance workflows.

Automation of planned maintenance is becoming a bigger challenge than ever. Firstly, the emergence of IP and virtualization 

enables dynamic allocation of resources and resource pools. That means that keeping track of all planned services and planned 

maintenances becomes a challenging task for operators. Secondly, guaranteeing service continuity and performance during 

maintenance slots requires complex service redundancy, (multi-cloud) (re)deployment and orchestration. And last but not least, 

executing maintenance impacts multiple teams in your organization and beyond.

The DataMiner Planned Maintenance app (PLM) centralizes planning and automates execution in one single platform that serves 

all teams in your organization, your end customers and capacity providers. The end-to-end automation of PLM workflows 

substantially reduces unexpected outages and brings down costs in your organization. Using a standard BPMN API, its 

integration with your existing OSS/BSS processes such as service planning and change management, incident management, etc., 

leads the way to digital transformation.

Emergence of IP, VNI and cloud
The complexity of scheduling a maintenance slot in a network that combines a high concentration of physical infrastructure (PNI), 

virtualization (NFV), and cloud infrastructure and services should not be underestimated. An outage on a single physical server in 

the data center may have an impact on multiple apps running on that machine. Planned maintenance has to be able to grasp 

not only the impact of maintenance activities across the full ICT media and broadband stack, but also has to understand how 

on-premises and cloud resources are shared across media and broadband services.

As an example, consider an on-premises data center running services on a K8S platform. The likelihood that software updates will 

need to be planned every few weeks is high, even with updates on short notice because of security incidents. If that data center 

runs live television, operators are challenged to seamlessly redeploy media transcoding to a backup data center or to public 

cloud (build & kill), and to redeploy it again on the main infrastructure at the end of the maintenance. The DataMiner PLM app 

automates such complex processes so that planned maintenance can be executed in a consistent, controlled and secure manner 

with minimal or, ideally, no customer impact at all.

Increased process complexity
Using the DataMiner Process Automation (PA) module, it is easy to create simple and sophisticated customized planned 

maintenance processes. Combining the out-of-the-box planned maintenance actions with other operational workflows on the 

DataMiner platform becomes very powerful.

For example, at the start of the maintenance slot, DataMiner can switch to redundant infrastructure that is not necessarily of the 

same brand, model or software version. Your on-premises microservices may be different from your public cloud deployments. 

Multi-vendor networks and management systems have become table stakes. The complexity of PLM processes further grows as 

specific administrative-, operational- and security-related health checks need to be performed before bringing inventory into 

production again. Typically, golden software versions and configurations can be uploaded at the end of the maintenance, making 

the entire process very secure (SecOps).

Impacts all operational domains
Maintenance impacts every operational domain: fault and configuration management, SLA and accounting, performance 

management and, of course, security (FCAPS). DataMiner takes care of all dimensions, e.g. by automatically masking alarms of 

resources under maintenance, and those that are upstream and/or downstream in the network topology, thereby avoiding alarm 

storms (fault management), automated configuration and software uploads, suspension of KPI aggregation to keep performance 

tracking consistent (Performance management), pausing of SLA calculations, and much more.



DataMiner Planned 
Maintenance app (PLM)
The DataMiner Planned maintenance app (PLM) organizes your team’s maintenance 
activities end-to-end in a way that improves efficiency, network security and service  
reliability. Different teams – including your third-party cloud and network capacity  
suppliers – can plan, approve and follow up new maintenance jobs in a fully  
automated or operator-assisted manner. This can be done from any web-enabled  
PC, tablet or handheld in the field. 

Easily create new PLM jobs based on pre-filled and user-defined planned maintenance templates via DataMiner Object  

Management technology (DOM). Not only are the data fields configurable, each type of maintenance also has its unique  

and customizable set of processes with DataMiner DOM definitions. Such processes include approval processes, but also  

the processes executed at the actual start and ending of the maintenance interval. A set of off-the-shelf planned maintenance 

actions come out of the box, each of which can be enabled or disabled for each individual maintenance slot, e.g. masking 

elements to avoid alarms originating from resources under maintenance. DataMiner DOM definitions and templates can  

be configured with security for each service or infrastructure domain individually. 

With DataMiner, the planned maintenance is fully integrated with DataMiner Service and Resource Management (SRM).  

This means that planned maintenance activities will never conflict with running or planned services, such as occasional use 

services (OU) relying on the same resources. 

Customized reports can be provided for all stakeholders in the value chain and detailed audit trail logs of all operators  

and PLM activities.

The DataMiner Planned Maintenance app uses powerful  
DataMiner modules (technologies), such as:

DataMiner Service and Resource Manager (SRM)

• Manages reservations of resources under maintenance

• Avoids any potential service interruption as a result of a planned maintenance

DataMiner Object Models (DOM)

• Elastic database managing all PLM jobs

• Contain mandatory PLM fields, custom fields and metadata

• HTML object designer (admin)

• UI to create, read, update and delete (operator)

• DOM templates to easily store and create new PLM jobs

• Customizable object life cycle management (edit, ready for approval, approved, etc.)

DataMiner Process Automation (PA) technology

• Design, run and optimize processes

• Benefit from a catalog of process activities, including DataMiner Infrastructure Discovery and Provisioning app (IDP), 

DataMiner Synthetic Testing app (SYNTEST), etc.

• Open API to integrate seamlessly with third-party BPM tools (Camunda, etc.)
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KEY FEATURES

Setting up planned maintenance domains 

• Different PLM domains can be set up in DataMiner, one for each specific operational domain (e.g. IT domain, media processing,  

cloud infrastructure, outside plant, etc.)

• Each PLM domain has access to a well-defined set of resources (resource pools) to plan maintenance activities

• Different teams – even teams outside of the organization – can create and manage PLM jobs within their specific PLM domain

• The supervisor and administrator have access to all PLM domains

• Each PLM domain has common properties such as: 

• Maintenance start time

• Maintenance stop time

• Maintenance recurrence

• Maintenance priority is a priority level that is used to access resources that are allocated to process services with a high priority

• DataMiner PLM jobs are managed by the DataMiner Object Model Module, and consequently:

• The operator can dynamically add custom properties to PLM jobs for each domain. E.g. maintenance jobs  

for an outside plant maintenance may include properties such as geolocation of the equipment,  

a picture of the installation, a name of an assigned field engineer, etc. 

• The life cycle of a PLM job can be customized to the specifics of the operational environment

• The operator can easily create PLM job templates, save an existing job as a template and, of course,  

also easily create a new PLM job starting from an existing PLM job template

• The administrator can add specific metadata to the PLM job in each domain, for example: 

• Which DataMiner process should run to get the PLM job approved?

• Which DataMiner process should run at the start of the actual maintenance?

• Which DataMiner process should run at the end of the maintenance slot?
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Create PLM jobs 

• User-friendly HTML interface to create PLM jobs from any browser

• Interoperates with any existing PLM system – even a plain Excel file –  to ingest and exchange PLM records automatically

• PLM jobs can be created by teams in your organization, but also by your capacity, cloud, network provider  

and field maintenance subcontractors 

• The DataMiner PLM app uses the DataMiner SRM module to manage reservations on the resources under maintenance

• During the PLM job creation, DataMiner will automatically either:

• Put a reservation on the impacted resources so that those resources cannot be booked for future services  

during the maintenance interval

• Signal to the operator that a resource is already planned to be used for a service. In this case, the operator  

can either choose a different maintenance schedule or increase the priority of the maintenance activity

• Each maintenance job is given a priority:

• In case a maintenance is planned with low priority, DataMiner will first assign resources to services. In this scenario,  

a maintenance activity will never interrupt a running service

• In case maintenance is planned with high priority (e.g. because of an urgent security patch that needs to be applied),   

resources will first be released by DataMiner at the start of the maintenance slot. Usually, DataMiner will switch  

services to redundant resources. Similarly, at the end of the maintenance slot, DataMiner will automatically  

restore services on the main resource pools

Approve PLM jobs 

• Once a PLM Job is created, the operator can initiate the approval process

• The approval process is customizable for each PLM domain

• Different teams can set up their own approval processes, approvers and supervisors

• Once a PLM is approved, the reservation on the resource(s) under maintenance is confirmed

• A schedule overview provides a comprehensive outlook on all PLM jobs and their anticipated duration

• A single resource reservation timeline view shows when resources are reserved to process services  

and when they are reserved for maintenance planning

Execute PLM jobs  

• At the start of the maintenance interval, DataMiner will trigger the maintenance start process for the resource(s)  

under maintenance. E.g. switch services to redundant resources, move services to another data center, put nodes  

in a K8S in quarantine after evacuating them, etc.

• At the end of the maintenance interval, DataMiner will trigger the maintenance end process for the resource(s)  

under maintenance. E.g. switching services back to main infrastructure, check if a configuration is valid, check if the  

software version of the resource(s) is still approved, perform network security checks, etc.

• The PLM start and end processes are also customizable for each PLM job domain

• The DataMiner PLM app comes with a catalog of off-the-shelf PLM-specific actions:

• Mask network element alarms to avoid alarms originating from resources under maintenance

• Option to fine-grained tuning of alarm behavior for elements under maintenance by dynamic alarm template switching

• Mask alarms from elements upstream and/or downstream in network topology to avoid alarm storms originating  

from resources under maintenance (user-definable)

• Option to temporarily remove resources from the list of polled devices in DataMiner to eliminate additional load  

on the NMS, OSS and BSS systems

• Suspend KPI aggregation upstream and downstream during maintenance window

• Suspend SLA calculation on impacted services during maintenance interval

• Allow concurrent reservations (allow/override/do not allow)

Dashboards 

• Customized reports for all stakeholders in the value chain (e.g. historical and real-time data from planned maintenance jobs,  

PLM execution performance KPIs such as effective and timely execution, etc.)

• Detailed audit trails and logs of all operator & PLM activities
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ORDER INFO
SLC-DMS-PCK-2  [CHARGE PER DMA] 

DataMiner OSS/BSS Gateway Options Package, 
incl. DMS-OBS-GW-IAM, DMS-OBS-GW-TCK, 
DMS-OBS-GW-PLM. 

SLC-DMS-OBS-GW-PLM [CHARGE PER DMA]

DataMiner OSS/BSS  
Planned Maintenance Gateway 

PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY

DataMiner Enterprise and Professional 
editions with SLC-DMS-PCK-1

DataMiner System Volume Equipment 
edition with SLC-DMS-PCK-1

DataMiner is the most advanced AI-powered end-to-end multi-vendor NMS, OSS and orchestration software solution for the broadcast,  

satellite, cable, telco and mobile industry. One interface to manage your entire operational ecosystem, across any vendor and 

technology boundaries, results in a significant reduction of operational expenses and increased quality of service. This award-winning 

solution is integrated with more than 5500 devices and systems from more than 600 different key industry suppliers. It enables  

end-to-end integration of the most complex technical ecosystems and has been deployed by leading operators around the world.

INTEGRATED INTO THE  
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
To further enhance your planned maintenance, you can combine the  

DataMiner Planned Maintenance app with other DataMiner apps using  

DataMiner Process Automation technology.

DataMiner Infrastructure Discovery & Provisioning app (IDP)
At the end of the maintenance slot, DataMiner can execute specific administrative checks on 

the inventory prior to bringing it into production again, e.g. upload golden software versions 

and configurations, making the entire process very secure (SecOps), etc.

DataMiner Synthetic Testing app (SYNTEST)
Check API performance at the end of the maintenance slot, e.g. check RF level on Agama 

probes before closing a node PLM activity, Ping, HTTP tests, etc. 

DataMiner People app (PEOPLE)
Take employee scheduling into account and ensure planned maintenance jobs  

are executed by a team with the right competences.

YOUR BENEFITS
• Decreased opex thanks to far-reaching automation

• Centralizes maintenance management into one platform for all network domains

• Out-of-the-box actions during planned maintenance windows 

• Security layer on top of well-defined maintenance approval and communication processes

• Increased service continuity and performance

• Avoid resource conflicts at all times

• Open API to your existing planned maintenance systems, or those of your suppliers and contractors

• HTML UI for easy administration and operation

Request a webinar session  

on the DataMiner Planned  

Maintenance app (PLM) via  

www.skyline.be/webinars  

or contact sales@skyline.be  

for more information. 
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